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Abstract

Time modulated array (TMA) has received a great deal of
attention recently, owing to their usefulness in numerous
applications including radars, sensors and communications.
Specifically, with the exploitation of harmonics, generated by
periodically modulated switches, TMA is also promising candidates
for direction finding. In this talk, we take a general review and new
perspectives on the direction finding using TMA. Some novel ideas,
such as direction finding with time modulated linear array,
direction finding of linear frequency modulated signal with TMA,
and 2-D direction finding with TMA, are presented and discussed.
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Background
— Traditional Direction Finding Methods

Amplitude 
Comparison 

Interferometer
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Background
—Direction Finding Methods using TMA

Simple system: The minimum requirement 
is only two elements.

Why choose time modulated array (TMA)

Advantages Low cost: The cheaper RF switches can 
replace the RF phase shifter.

Multi-target detecting: Estimate multiple 
sources by  sideband simultaneously.



Background
— Development of Direction Finding using TMA

 First proposed Principle: By repeatedly comparing the first harmonic 
components with different deep nulls 

Experiment

Measured (black line) 
Simulation (gray line) 

[1] A. Tennant and B. Chambers, “A two-element time-modulated array with direction-finding properties,” IEEE Antennas Wireless
Propag. Lett., vol. 6, pp. 64–65, 2007.
[2] A. Tennant, "Experimental Two-Element Time-Modulated Direction Finding Array," in IEEE Transactions on Antennas and
Propagation, vol. 58, no. 3, pp. 986-988, March 2010.



Background
— Subsequent development

[1] G. Li, S. W. Yang, and Z. P. Nie, “Direction of arrival estimation in time modulated linear arrays with unidirectional phase center
motion,” IEEE Trans. Antennas Propag., vol. 58, no. 4, pp. 1105–1111, 2010.
[2] Q. Zhu, S. Yang, R. Yao, and Z. Nie, “Direction finding using multiple sum and difference patterns in 4d antenna arrays,” Int. J.
Antenn. Propag., vol. 2014, pp. 1–12, 2014.

Principle: The sideband signals can be used 
to compose a received data space

Principle: Multiple pairs of sum-difference 
beams are formed at different sidebands

 MUSIC Algorithm  Sum and Difference patterns



Background
— Subsequent development

[1] D. Ni, S. Yang, Y. Chen and F. Yang, "Direction finding based on TMAs with reconfigurable angle-searching range and bearing
accuracy," in Electronics Letters, vol. 53, no. 3, pp. 130-132, 2 2 2017
[2] W. T. Li, Y. J. Lei and X. W. Shi, "DOA Estimation of Time-Modulated Linear Array Based on Sparse Signal Recovery," in IEEE
Antennas and Wireless Propagation Letters, vol. 16, pp. 2336-2340, 2017.

Principle: Signals received by TMAs with 
moving phase centre suffer from Doppler effect

Principle: The false peaks could be 
effectively suppressed

 Doppler-DF  Sparse signal recovery



Disadvantages and Improvement
—For existing method using TMA

Multichannel

Complexity

Bandwidth 
limitation

Multi-metering

2 Dimension

Simple: Single channel

Low computation

Broadband LFM signal

improvement

Three dimension space

Disadvantages Advantages of our works
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Structure
— The methodological Principle using TMA

Advantage

FPGA

LNA

Location 
OscillatorMixer

LPF

Two-element 
array

SPDT

Signal 
ProcessingADC

 Low cost: one SPDT replace two phase shifters
 Simple system: single channel
 Small computational amount

 Schematic diagram for the direction finding 
with two-element TMA.



The ratio of the fundamental and the first
harmonic components is monotonous
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Theory
— The methodological Principle

Received signal

Unfolded by the Fourier series 

Incident direction can be express
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Simulation results
— one signal source

The deviation decreases 
with the SNR increasing



Simulation results
— multiple signal sources

 Normalized power spectrum of received signals

 Parameters of received signals

 Absolute and relative errors



Measurement results
— environment and power spectrum

 Measurement environment

Patch antenna

Single pole double 
throw switch

LNA

Tunable



 Measurement results

Measurement results
— incident angles
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Problem
— spectrum aliasing 

 wideband signal cause spectrum aliasing
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Analysis
— for wideband LFM signal

 Time-frequency scheme of LFM signal 
separated by time modulation.

 modulated LFM signal in time-frequency domain

The harmonic components keep the same frequency 
modulation slope in time-frequency domain



Simulation results
— the root mean square errors (RMSEs)

RMSEs of estimation are 0.06°, 0.11° and 
0.20° on average when the SNRs are 10dB, 5dB, 
and 0dB

The RMSEs decrease with
the SNR increase



Measurement results
— environment and results

 Measurement environment  Measurement results

 average error: 0.59°
 maximum error: 1.18°
 minimal error: 0.20°
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Problem
— Non-monotone 

As the two-element TMA was extended to
multi-element linear TMA, The ratio of
the fundamental and the first harmonic
components will be non-monotonous.

How to find the direction of arrival by 
analyzing the harmonic characteristic?

 The harmonic patterns of a 8-element linear TMA



Analysis
— harmonic characteristic matrix (HCM)

 Schematic diagram for the direction finding 
with multi-element linear TMA.  harmonic characteristic matrix (HCM).

...

+

ADC Spectrum 
analysis

LNA Combiner

SPST

Antenna

LO Mixer LPF

Controller  The incident angle can be calculated by



Simulation results
— the root mean square errors (RMSEs)

 2000 times Monte-Carlo simulation

RMSEs of estimation decrease from 0.32° to 
0.01° as the SNRs increase from -10dB to 20dB



Measurement results
— environment and details

 Measurement environment

 Experimental S band 8 element TMLA

Patch Antenna

SPST RF Switch

Wilkinson power divider

Time modulated linear array

Control board

Down converter

DC power
Spectrum analyzer

Digital oscilloscope

wave-absorbing material

S11 parameters of 8 patch antennas.



Measurement results
— measurement power spectrum

 Measurement power spectrum

(a)  0° (b)  +10°

(c)  +20° (d)  +30°

the first harmonic component increase while the 
fundamental component decreases relatively 



 Measurement results

Measurement results
— incident angles
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Problem
— How to detect in space ?

As the environment is extended from
plane to space , both of the azimuth and
elevation angles are considered.

How to estimate both the azimuth 
and elevation angles at the same time?

x

y

z

θ
ϕ

 The environment is extended from plane to space 



Analysis
— the theory of 2-D direction finding

 Schematic diagram for the 2-D direction 
finding with 4-element Circular TMA

 parameters can be expressed as



Simulation results
— power spectrum

 Parameters for numeric simulation



Simulation results
— the root mean square errors (RMSEs)

 2000 times Monte-Carlo simulation



Thanks！
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